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1 
The superpythagorean fields of Elman and Lam [5, Definition 4.41 and 
Brocker [16] are characterized here and the image of the total signature 
map on the Witt ring of a superpythagorean field is computed. The super- 
Pythagorean fields are shown to be exactly those fields which are square 
closed inside of a Henselian valued field extension whose residue class field 
has either four square classes and two orderings or else two square classes 
and one ordering. Thus, there are no superpythagorean fields other than 
those which can be accounted for by combining results of Elman and Lam 
[5, Corollary 4.51 and Ware [15, Proposition 41. The key fact is that a super- 
Pythagorean field admits at most two places into the field of real numbers. 
The image of the total signature map [ll, p. 641 of a superpythagorean 
field is shown to consist of all continuous integer-valued functions on the 
space of orderings of the field whose values satisfy certain congruences. 
These congruence conditions can also be conveniently expressed using a 
canonical measure on the space of orderings of the field. The basic technique 
is to set the total signature map into a context in which it can be identified 
with Fourier transformation. We hope this computation gives insight into 
the problem of computing the image of the total signature map on the Witt 
ring of an arbitrary field, and hence into the equivalent problem of deter- 
mining the structure of the reduced Witt ring of an arbitrary field [3]. 
Let F be a formally real field. An ordering of F is an additively closed 
subgroup of F* of index 2 [ll, p. 591. (We let S denote the group of units 
of a unitary ring S.) Any ordering of F contains CFS2, the subgroup of F. 
consisting of sums of squares [l 1, p. 741, and excludes -1. We call F super- 
ordered if every subgroup of F. of index 2 which contains C F.2 and excludes 
-1 is an ordering of F. A field is superpythagorean if and only if it is super- 
ordered and Pythagorean (observe that every subgroup of F. containing 
C F.2 and excluding -1 is contained in such a subgroup of index 2). We 
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prove our main results for superordered fields. It appears that many results 
about superpythagorean fields are valid for superordered fields if one reads 
“C P” in place of “p2” and “reduced Witt ring” in place of “Witt ring.” 
(The Pythagorean fields are just those whose Witt rings are reduced and in 
which sums of squares are squares.) For example, the equivalent conditions 
defining superpythagorean fields in [5, Theorem 4.31 become in this way 
equivalent conditions defining superordered fields. Again, we observe below 
that a field is superordered if and only if its reduced Witt ring is an (integral) 
group ring (cf. [15]). 
We thank Tom Craven for showing us that a superpythagorean field 
can have two real places and for help with Proposition 12. 
Our characterizations of superordered and superpythagorean fields are 
in Section 2. In Section 3 we look briefly at the reduced Witt ring of a super- 
ordered field, and in Section 4 we compute the image of the total signature 
map on the Witt ring of a superordered field. 
Z, Q, R and C denote the rings of integers, rational numbers, real 
numbers, and complex numbers, respectively. All rings and ring homo- 
morphisms are unitary. A\B denotes the complement of the set B in the 
set A. 
2 
Let F be a formally real field. Let r: F--f F’ u {co} be the finest place 
through which all places from F into the field R of real numbers must factor. 
That is, 7 is the place canonically associated with the valuation ring of F 
generated by the union of the valuation rings of all the places from F into R 
[13, pp. 52, 54, 571 and F’ is its residue class field. 
THEOREM 1. F is superordered if and only ;f F’ has at most two distinct 
orderings. 
EXAMPLES. The field Q[21/2] is superordered but not superpythagorean; 
here, 7 is trivial. The field R((x))((y)) (iterated Laurent series) is super- 
ordered; here, 7 is the unique place into R. 
We begin the proof of Theorem 1 with three lemmas. The first gives 
another characterization of 7. 
LEMMA 2. Let u:F--+Ku{c~} be a place. Then u-~(I)CCF.~ if and 
only if T factors through cr. 
Proof: (a) Let a E a-l(O). Then 
1 +ZaCa-l(l)CCF*“. 
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Hence a is infinitesimal in every ordering of F [ll, Exercise 2.31. Hence 
a E p+(O) for every real-valued place p on F [I]. Thus by elementary valuation 
theory every real place on F factors through (T. But by definition 7 is the 
finest such place. 
(+) Let a E o-l(l). Then by hypothesis ~(a) = I, so p(a) = 1 for all 
real places p on F. Hence a is positive in every ordering on F [l]. That is, 
a ECF*~. 
For any field E, let B(E) denote the set of orderings of E. 
LEMMA 3. Let U: F - K v  {co} be a place and let S E&J(K). Let 
Co, = (P E O(F): u(P) n K* C S}. Th en 0, is nonempty, and for any P E Bs 
there exists a bijection @: 0, - Hom(F./o-l(K*), Z.) such that for any a EF. 
and TEBs, 
@(T)(u * a-l(K.)) = up(u) uT(u). 
(For uZZ P E U(F) and a E P, up(u) denotes 1 if a E P and - 1 if a 6 P. Note 
that 2. = {f l}.) 
Proof. This lemma summarizes the second paragraph of [l, Appendix]. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose F is superordered. Then it admits at most two distinct 
real places (i.e., places into R). 
Proof. Just suppose F admits three distinct real places CQ , CQ , ~a . We 
can then apply [2, Theorem 2.1A] twice to obtain elements a and b of F with 
and 
00 > al(a) > 0, u,(a) -=c 0, da) < 0, 
co > u&b) > 0, u,(b) < 0, up(b) < 0. 
(The approximation theorem is applied to the prime values, c H 1 ai(c 
associated with the places et .) Similarly, for each real place u not equaling 
0’1 7 u2 , or ~a we can find a, E F with ~(a,) < 0 and 
co > Ui(UJ > 0 for i = 1, 2, 3. 
Let G be the subgroup of F generated by all the a, (if any) together with 
a, b, and xFz. G is contained in no ordering of F since by construction 
every real place on F is negative at some generator of G (and every ordering 
induces a real place [l]). Since F is superordered, we conclude that -1 E G. 
Write - 1 = aibjcd where i and j are integers, d EC F2, and c is a product 
of the elements a, and their multiplicative inverses. If  i + j is even then 
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us(d) < 0, and if i + j is odd then either a,(d) < 0 (ifj is even) or us(d) < 0 
(if j is odd). But this is impossible since d lies in every ordering of F and 
hence is nonnegative under every real place. The lemma is proved. 
We now give the proof of Theorem 1. First suppose F is superordered. 
Then F has at most two real places (Lemma 4). Hence F’ has at most two 
real places (every real place on F’ induces one on F by composition with 7). 
Just suppose 8” has three or more distinct orderings. Then at least two of 
them induce some real place o on F’. Let r = F’-Ia+( Lemma 3 implies 
that r # P. Hence F’ admits a real place u’ # u (otherwise UT is the unique 
real place on F and so equals T; i.e., u is trivial). Then F’ = a-l(R) . u/-l(R) 
(otherwise the valuation ring u+(R) . u'-l (R) induces a nontrivial place T’ 
on 8” and every real place on F factors through 7’7, contradicting the definition 
of T). Hence there exist a, b E F with 
a3 > U’(T(U)) > 0, u(++ < 0, U’(T(b)) < 0, 
and 7(b) E F’. and 7(b) a-l(R*) 6 r2 [2, Theorem 2.1A]. Let G be the sub- 
group of F. generated by {a, b} u CF.2. No ordering of F contains G since 
each real place of F is negative at either a or b. But F is superpythagorean. 
Hence - 1 E G. Write --I = aWd where d E x Fs2. I f  j is even then - 1 is 
positive in every ordering inducing U’T, an impossibility. Hence j is odd, so 
T(d) a-l(R*) $ r2. Hence there exists a homomorphism +: r+ Z* mapping 
T(d) a-l(R.) to - 1. Thus there exist orderings P and T of F’ inducing u 
with 
q.(T(d)) +(7(d)) = +(7(d) a-l(R.)) = - 1 
(Lemma 3). Hence T(d) is negative in some ordering ofF’. Hence d is negative 
in some ordering of F (Lemma 3). Since this is impossible, F’ must have at 
most two orderings. 
Now suppose F’ has at most two orderings. Let T be a subgroup of F* 
of index 2 with -1 $ T3CFs2. W e s h ow that T is closed under addition, 
and is therefore an ordering. Let T’ = T(T) n F’.. Then - 1 $ T’ 3 C F’** 
(by Lemma 2, ~-l(l) CCF.2 C T). Since P is the disjoint union of the 
cosets T and -T, F’. is the disjoint union of T’ and -T‘. Hence T’ has 
index two in F’. and T-'( T’) C T. I f  F’ has exactly one ordering PO then 
P,, = x8”.2 C T’ so P,, = T’ (both have index two in F’.). I f  F’ has exactly 
two orderings PO and PI and T’ is contained in neither, then we can find 
ai E T’\Pi , i = 0, 1. Then a, E PI and a, E P,, , for otherwise for i = 1 or 2, 
--I = (a;')( -a,) E T’ . PO n PI C T’ . 1 F’.2 C T’. 
Hence uOul lies in neither P,, nor PI , whence 
- 1 = (usur)-r ( -uOul) E T’ . PO n PI = T’, 
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a contradiction. We conclude that in any case T’ is contained in, and hence 
equals, an ordering of F’. Now let a, b E T. If  7(ab)-l < co, then 
~(1 + a&l) E T’, so a + b = b(1 + ub-1) E T. Otherwise ~(a-%) = 0, so 
again a + b = a(1 + k-l) E T. Theorem 1 is proved. 
COROLLARY 5 (cf. [15, Proposition 41). Let K be the residue cluss field 
of a place o on F with a-l( 1) CC F*2. Then F is superordered if and only if K 
is superordered. 
Proof. By Lemma 2, 7 factors through 0. Hence we may identify F’ 
with K’ (where K’ is the residue class field of the finest place through which 
all real places on K factor). Now apply Theorem 1. 
For any place U: F -+ K u {co) let /l, denote the square factor group of 
the value group of the valuation ring o’(K); we shall identify /l, with 
F./o-‘(K.) . F.2. 
COROLLARY 6. F is superordered if and only if either it has exactly one 
real place or it has exactly two real places o and 0’ and A, = A,, . 
Proof. I f  F admits exactly one real place u, then 0 is equivalent to T, 
and the corollary follows easily from Theorem 1. We may therefore suppose 
that F has exactly two real places (TV and o2 (Lemma 4). Then (pi = ~~7 and 
era = ~.,7 where 7i and 72 are the two real places on F’. From the exact - 
sequences 
O+A,~-AO~+Ai+O (i = 1, 2) 
[13, Chap. C, Theorems 1, 21, we deduce that (1,1 = flop if and only if 
/IT1 = /l,% . I f  F is superordered, then there must be exactly one ordering 
of F’ associated with each 7i (Theorem 1). Hence /IT1 = 1 = /lTz (Lemma 3). 
I f  F is not superordered, there must be at least two orderings associated 
with one of the ‘TV, say 7i . Then /IT1 # 1 (Lemma 3). Hence we can find 
a EFI. with trivial image in /I,* but with nontrivial image in rlTl ([2, Theo- 
rem 2.1 A]; note that 7;r(R) . 7;‘(R) = 8”). Thus A71 # /l,% . 
Note. We have shown that F is superordered if and only if it has at 
most two real places and /1, = A, for any real place (J on F. Now suppose F 
is superordered and admits an Archimedean ordering. Then F has at most 
two orderings. (Since 7 is trivial, /I, = 1 for any real place 0 on F. Thus F 
has at most two real places, and only one ordering is associated with each 
real place.) This generalizes [16, Satz 31 to superordered fields. 
COROLLARY 7. F is superordered if and only ;f  it has an extension K’ which 
is a Henselian valued field whose residue class field has exactly one or two 
orderings and which has F* n z K.2 = x F.2. 
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Proof. (3) Let K be the Henselization of F at T; the residue class field 
of K is isomorphic to F’ and so has at most two orderings. Every ordering 
of F extends to K (argue directly, or observe that by the universal property 
of Henselizations every real closure of F contains an isomorphic copy of K 
[13, pp. 17551761). Hence 
F*n~li’Z=F~(n P) = n P=xF+ 
L”(K) C”(F) 
(-) By Corollary 5, Theorem 1 (and the local squares theorem), 
K is superordered. Let G be a subgroup of F. with - 1 6 G 3 C F.2. By 
hypothesis, 
so G . C Ka2 is contained in an ordering of K. Hence G is contained in an 
ordering of F. 
COROLLARY 8. F is superpythagorean if and only if it is square closed 
inside of a Henselian valued field extension K of F whose residue class field 
has either four square classes and two orderings or two square classes and one 
ordering. 
“Square closed” means that F. n K2 = F.2. 
Proof, (a) As in the proof of Corollary 7, let K be the Henselization 
of F at 7. The residue class field of K is isomorphic to F’, which is super- 
Pythagorean and has at most two orderings. Hence F*/F’.2 is finite [4, 
Theorem 51, and so F’./F’*2 has exactly twice as many elements as O(F) 
[5, Corollary 4.51. 
(-) By Corollary 7, F is superordered. The residue class field of K, 
and hence K itself, is Pythagorean [5, Corollary 4.51. Hence F is Pythagorean. 
Note 9. The corollary of Elman and Lam used in the proof of Corollary 8 
generalizes to nonpythagorean fields: F.ICFa2 is finite if and only if O(F) is 
finite, in which case 2 1 U(F)1 < 1 F./IF*” I, with equality if and only if F is 
superordered. 
3 
Let W(F) denote the Witt ring of F, and let Wred(F) denote the reduced 
Witt ring of F, i.e., W(F) modulo its nil radical. When F is formally real, 
the nil radical of W(F) is exactly the set of additively torsion elements [ll, 
p. 691. 
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PROPOSITION 10. F is superordered if and only if Wrea(F) is isomorphic 
to an integral group ring Z(G) for some abelian group G. 
This proposition is an easy application of Proposition 12 below which 
characterizes integral group rings of torsion abelian groups. The groundwork 
for this application is laid in Remark 11; our arguments recall those of [lSj. 
We now sketch how “necessity” f  11 o ows directly from Theorem 1. Let K 
be the Henselization of F at 7 (cf. the proof of Corollary 7). Since every 
ordering of F extends to K, the total signature map on W(F) factors through 
the canonical map #: W,.,&F) + Wred(K). Hence I# is injective (by Pfister’s 
local-global principle [11, p. 69; 12, Satz 221). It is surjective since 
F. . F2 = F. It is well known that W(K) . is isomorphic to the group ring 
W(F’)(A,). One deduces that Wred(F) is thus isomorphic to the group ring 
W,,d(F’)(A,) (use [9, Lemma 3.31). I f  F’ has one ordering, then W&F’) is 
isomorphic to Z, and if F’ has two orderings, then Wre@‘) is isomorphic 
to {(a, b) E Z x Z: a E b (mod 2)) [8, Corollary 131. In either case Wr&F’) 
is isomorphic to an integral group ring by inspection. Hence Wred(F) is also 
isomorphic to an integral group ring. 
Remark 11. The canonical map I;. -+ W(F) induces a bijection 
F./CF.2 + W&F).. (Use [9, Theorem 3.231 to prove surjectivity and 
Pfister’s local-global principle [12, Satz 221 to prove injectivity.) Hence the 
subgroups G of F. of index 2 with -1 # G 1 z F.2 correspond bijectively 
to the group homomorphisms W&F). -+ Z* which map -1 to -1 (such 
a homomorphism is determined by its kernel). The orderings of F correspond 
bijectively with the ring homomorphisms Wred(F) --f Z ([16; 10; 8, 
Lemma 3.51; note that every homomorphism W(F) --f Z must map the 
nilpotent elements of W(F) to zero). Putting these facts together we have: 
F is superordered ;f and only if every group homomorphism Wred(F)’ + Z* 
mapping -1 to -1 is the restriction of a ring homomorphism Wred(F) + Z. 
Note further, that this statement remains valid if Z is replaced in it by the 
field of complex numbers C (recall that every unit of W,,,,(F) has order 2, 
and hence maps into Z, and every element of W,,,(F) is a sum of such units). 
Thus Proposition 10 is generalized by the following result. 
PROPOSITION 12. Let S be a commutative ring of characteristic zero. 
There exists a torsion abelian group G with S isomorphic to Z(G) ;f and only 
if every element of S is a sum of units, 3 is a torsion group with -1 q! p2, and 
every group homomorphism S. - C mapping -1 to - 1 extends to a ring 
homomorphism S -+ C. 
Proof. Necessity is obvious; .Y = {fl) . G [7, p. 2371. We now prove 
sufficiency. Since -1 $ p2, we can find a subgroup G of S. of index 2 with 
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-14 G. Thus the inclusion map G -+ S induces a ring homomorphism 
+: Z(G) -+ S which is surjective (S = G u (-G) and every element of S 
is a sum of units). $ induces (by restriction) an isomorphism +,,: Z(G). + S. 
Hence every ring homomorphism 4: Z(G) -+ C factors through $ (since by 
hypothesis #&’ extends to a ring homomorphism S + C). Thus ker $ is 
contained in the kernel of every ring homomorphism #: Z(G) --f C. But 
the intersection of all such ker 4 is the nil radical of Z(G) [9, Lemma 3.11 
which is trivial [9, Lemma 3.31 since Z(G) has no additive torsion. Hence 4 
is not only surjective, it is also injective. 
4 
Throughout this section F will denote a superordered field. Let 
A = F./CF-“, and let A* = Hom(d, Z*) d enote its character group [14]. 
Recall that O(F) is the set of orderings of F, and that for a E F. and P E U(F), 
up(u) denotes 1 if a E P and - 1 if a $ P. The correspondence P -+ a, induces 
a map CT: O(F)-+ A* and, for fixed P, the correspondence ax2 -+ oP(a) 
induces the signature map up: W(F) + Z [ll, p. 621. The total signature 
map t: W(F) + Z”cF) assigns to each q E W(F) the O(F)-tuple t(q) = 
(~~p(q))~~~(~~ . The kernel of t is the nil radical of W(F) [12, Satz 221, so the 
reduced Witt ring is isomorphic to the image of t: wr&F) E Image(t). 
We give O(F) the coarsest topology with 
V(a) ={PEO(F):UEP} 
open for all a E F. O(F) is compact and Hausdorff [ll, p. 641. 
THEOREM 13. Suppose F is superordered. Then the image of t consists of 
all continuous maps f: O(F) + Z with 
pEo-$;r, f  (P> = 0 (mod I +(W, 
for ull$nite subgroups r of A*. 
We are denoting the number of elements in a finite set A by ) A 1. 
EXAMPLE 14. Suppose 1 U(F)] < 4. Then the image of t consists of all 
continuous functions f: B(F) + Z with, first, 
f(P) = f  F”) (mod 2) for all P, T E@(F), 
and, second, 
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Recall that the SAP fields of Knebusch, Rosenberg, and Ware [5, Defini- 
tion 1.4; 81 are precisely those in which the image of t consists of all con- 
tinuous integer-valued functions on the space of orderings of the field which 
have constant parity (i.e., satisfy the first congruence condition of 
Example 14). Some progress has been made in giving a computation of the 
image of t for a class of fields including both the SAP and the superordered 
fields [3]. 
Before proving Theorem 13 we introduce a Bore1 measure on O(17) which 
permits a more natural formulation of the congruence condition of Theo- 
rem 13. If  we regard /I as a discrete abelian group (in which each singleton 
has measure I), then its dual group /l* naturally has the structure of a 
compact abelian group admitting a unique Haar (i.e., translation invariant) 
measure p with p(/I*) = 1 [14, Chap. 11. The set 
G = +*:+l .xI;.z) = 1; 
is an open and closed subgroup of rl* of index 2; hence p(G) = 4. The map 
CT: U(F) - A* is a continuous embedding; the hypothesis that F is super- 
ordered says precisely that u maps B(F) onto the complement of G in /1*. 
We give O(F) the unique measure pF induced by (J and 2~. That is, 
for all B CO(F) with a(B) measurable. In particular, &O(F)) = 1 and 
&V(a)) = $ for all a E F., a 6 { +l} . C F.2. 
THEOREM 15. Let F be superordered. Let f: 8(F) + Z be continuous. The 
following statements are equivalent. 
(1) f EImqHt); 
(2) &(p) f  (T) +(a) di” E Z for all a E A; 
(3) J-VW f  (T) dT E ~V(a))z for all a E 4 
(4) zPEO-l(r) f(P) E 1 a-l(r)1 Z for allfinite subgroups r of A*. 
EXAMPLE 16. If  1 O(F)1 = 2” < co, then (3) above becomes&,,c,, f  (T) = 
0 (mod 1 V(a)l) f  or a 11 a E (1. Z’(a) has 2” elements if a EC F.2, 0 elements if 
a E -x F.2, and 2%-l elements otherwise. 
We now prove Theorem 15 (and Theorem 13). For any element asp 
(or subset a CF.), we let z denote the image of a under the canonical map 
F, --f A. 
(1) 3 (4). It suffices to consider maps of the form f  = t((a)) (a EF.; 
here (a) denotes the image in W(F) of the quadratic form ax2). Thus 
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f(p) = up(u) for all P E 0(F). Condition (4) is easily verified if f is constant 
on a-l(r). Hence without loss of generality we assume that there exists 
& E r\G with&(a) = (-l>i (i = 0, 1). Let r, = {+ E r: 4(g) = # (7) =l}. 
Then [r : I’,] = 4, so r\G is the disjoint union of the cosets $,,ra and +rr, . 
Hence 
P6~(r,f(p) = c 1 + c - 1 = 0. 
“Edg-, dd,r, 
(4) =s (3). Since B(F) is compact, f is uniformly continuous. (U(F) 
inherits a uniformity from its embedding into the topological group A*.) 
Thus there is a finite subgroup Gr of A with f(P) = f (T) whenever 
P n GI = T n Gr . We may assume -i and a are in Gr . Pick a subgroup 
G,ofAwithA=G,@G,.ThenA*=H,@H,whereHi={q5~A*: 
$(GJ = l}, i = 1, 2. Let H* = (4 E H,:+(Z) = l}. Then u(V(a)) is the 
disjoint union of the cosets $Hl as 4 ranges over H*\G. Further, if CT maps 
P and T to the same coset y5Hl (4 E H*\G), then u(P) and a(T) have the 
same restriction to G, (namely, the restriction of 4). Thus, by the choice of 
Gl , f(P) = f(T). Hence 
J”“,,, f(P) dp = ,.g, L-It&H ) ,f(p) dp 
= PEmztH*)f (PLHI) 
(p is translation invariant), which by our hypothesis is an integral multiple of 
3-4ffd I u-W*)1 = 1 344HJ 
CbGZ*\ti 
(3) 3 (2). Let xa: O(F) --+ Z map V(a) to 1 and everything else to 0. 
Let u,: 0(F) ---f Z have u,(P) = up(u) for all P E O(F). Then 2X, = 1 + uu . 
Hence, 
JotFj f(T) 44 dT = 2 Jvcaj f(T) dT - s,,,, f(T) dT, 
which by hypothesis is an integer. 
(4) * (1). For any topological space X, let C&X, Z) denote the 
group of continuous functions from X to Z with compact support. Since A 
is discrete we may identify Z(A) with C,,(A, Z) (compact sets are finite). 
One easily checks that Fourier transformation [14] takes C&l, Z) into 
C,,(A*, Z), giving us a map t,: Z(d)+ C,,(d*, Z). The embedding 
u: O(F) -+ A* induces a map r’: C,,(d*, Z) + C,(O(F), Z). The isomorphism 
A- Wr&)’ (cf. Remark 11) induces a homomorphism n: Z(A) --f Wred(F). 
Finally, we may regard t as a map W&(F) + C,,(@(F), Z). 
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LEMMA 16. The following diagram commutes. 
Z(A) A c&l*, Z) 
1 
n 
1 
77' 
Wn?d(F) 1, c&o(F), z)* 
That is, tn = n’t, . 
Proof (of lemma). Let a E F*, so 1 * a E Z(A). Then for any P E U(F), 
CT’ . tl)( 1 . l?)(P) = t1(1 . ,)(n(P)) = c (1 . a)@> up(X) 
AEA 
(identifying Z(A) with C&l, Z), and recalling that the measure of every 
singleton in A is 1) 
= up(a) = (t .7r)(l * Z)(P). 
Thus n’t, and tn agree on a set of generators of Z(A). 
Note. This lemma gives a way of identifying the total signature map 
(for a superordered field) with Fourier transformation. Indeed, with a mild 
adjustment in our definitions (e.g., replacing A by A/*i) one can arrange 
that the vertical maps in Lemma 16 are isomorphisms. 
We now complete the proof of the theorem. Pick $,, E A*\G. Multiplication 
by #,, gives a measure-preserving homeomorphism 7: G -+,,G. Define 
j*: A* -+ Z by requiring that 
f  *(u(p)) = f  *&i4pN = f(P)7 
for all P E Co(F). (Recall that o maps U(F) onto the complement of G, so 
a(O(F)) = +,,G.) Clearly, j* E C&l*, Z), and x’( j*) = j The Fourier 
transformation j *’ off* maps each X EA to 
Writing A * = G u $,,G and applying 7 to G we see that j*‘(h) equals 
which, since j*($,,+) = j*(+) for all 4 E G, equals 
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Applying the transformation u-l (which carries 2~ into pF), we obtain 
f *‘CA) = (i)(+oo(~) + 1) jo,, f(p) +V dP, 
which by hypothesis is in 2. Hence f*’ E C,(/l, Z). The inversion theorem 
[14, 1.51 tells us that tI(f*‘) =f*. Hence Lemma 16 shows that 
f = X’(f *) = 77’tJf*‘) = t(n(f *‘)) 
is in the image of t. The theorem is proved. 
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